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Outline
 Speed in financial market

 What, if anything, to do about it? 

 Overview of theoretical tradeoff in secondary 
precedence rules (after price) in matching algos
 Differing incentive to place/keep limit orders

 Empirical results from matching algo change
 Pro-rata reduces value from being at the top of the queue (speed)

 Orders earlier in the queue are less profitable and have lower fill rates
 Leads to more maximal depth, but less stable depth

 Tradeoffs among depth, stability, and equity?

 Summary



Old trading floor

Matching, data, brokerage, intermediation–technology replaced labor, all good?
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More recent trading floor
Technology complementing labor



Securities Market 

Algorithmic & High-Frequency Traders/Systems
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Current trading “floor”



Investing in faster information: NY-Chicago link

Original Cable Spread Networks McKay
Brothers

Tradeworx

Buried fiber Buried fiber Microwave Microwave
Mid 1980s Aug 2010 July 2012 Winter 2012
~1,000 miles 825 miles 744 miles 731 miles
14.5ms 13.1ms 9ms 8.5ms
Follows rail lines New right of ways Microwaves faster than photons in fiber



Europe



Faster information
Is this new? Wall St Private Telegraphs, 1873

Lasers connect
US Exchanges in NJ:

Replaced by Stock Ticker



Current court action about towers next to CME 



Importance of Speed

 Informational
 When information arrivals act on it by:

 Cancel or pick off stale orders

 Non-informational
 Tick size limits price competition, liquidity provision 

rents cannot be competed away
 Being first to trade in the book is valuable

 The practical distinction is blurred
 To be first you often need to take out resting order



Priority rules (secondary after price)

 Centralized trading & tick require tie breaking
 Pits had less strict rules

 Time priority (FIFO)
 Simple; provides incentives to improve price; fair?
 Others: size, customer type, pro-rata

 Pro-rata
 All orders at same price are rationed equally

 Random allocation or split equally



CME “K”-type: Split FIFO/Pro-Rata

 Round 1: Top-Order Allocation
 1st order has FIFO priority; about 1% of trades

 Round 2: FIFO Allocation
 Next 40% is FIFO

 Round 3: Pro-Rata Allocation
 60% of remaining volume is allocated via Pro-Rata

 Rounds 4-5 for rounding issues: 1-lot per order and FIFO 



CME priority rules for commodities

 Many commodities trade with mixed pro-
rata/time:
 Corn
 Oats
 Soybeans
 Wheat

 Livestock and Dairy are time only



Pro-rata v FIFO
 Incentives to join/stay in queue

 Pro-rata: average, FIFO: marginal
 Value of being at end is higher in Pro-rata

 But, value of being closer to top is lower
 FIFO: higher in queue: higher fill rate, less adverse selection

 Pro-rata more depth?
 Overquoting also increases depth

 Pro-rata less stable?
 Reduced incentive to stay in queue?
 Symptom could be price changes reversing more often



Empirical evidence 
 2Y Treasury contract trades (partial) pro-rata 

 Pro rata often used for very low-volatility contracts

 May 11-12, 2015, 2Y unexpectedly went FIFO
 Other Treasury contracts are FIFO

 Conduct difference-in-difference analysis
 Compare changes in 2Y to changes in 30Y

 30Y controls for market-wide changes



Value of Speed:
Distributional Effects (30 sec window)

 The FIFO algorithm 
prioritizes speed, so 
higher trade 
revenue should be 
awarded to the top 
of the queue

 Pro rata allocations 
should be much 
flatter

 This is what we see 
when we compare 
the “traditional” 2 
Year algorithm to 
the change
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Distributional Effects - Regression

Intercept 0.230*** <.0001
Orig Queue Position -0.0127*** <.0001

Two Year (B) 0.096*** <.0001

PositionxTwo 0.0085*** <.0001

PositionxTwoxChange -0.011*** <.0001

Coefficient Pr > |t|

Passive Trade Revenue
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Two Year Market - Prices

 During the active trading day, prices move very slowly, hitting only a few 
price points

 Pro Rata algorithms are designed to distribute orders at a given price point 
across a number of liquidity providers

 We will see that trade sizes on May 12 were much larger than May 13, because 
they did not get split up
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May 12, FIFO May 13, Pro Rata



Price Efficiency Tests

 Because the 2 year 
experiences little 
volatility, price 
changes usually 
reverse (bid-ask 
bounce)

 During the period of 
the algorithm 
change, price 
reversals are less 
common

 This may be due to 
reduced order book 
depth which acted as 
volatility buffer
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Intercept 0.3142*** <.0001

Two Year (B) 0.534*** <.0001

Algo Change (B) -0.0335* 0.0383

Volume Since Price Change -0.00318*** <.0001

Time since Price Change -6e-7 0.7847

TwoxAlgo Change -0.1087* 0.0457

TwoxVolume 0.00221*** <.0001

TwoxTime 6e-6* 0.0488

Reversal Probability

Coefficient P Value



Conclusion

 Algorithm/precedence change effects
 FIFO: Revenue is higher up at top of queue, 

revenue is lower later in queue
 FIFO: Fill rate is higher up at top of queue, fill rate 

is lower later in queue
 FIFO: Price appear more efficient: fewer reversals

 Is this a basic efficiency/equity tradeoff?

 Other considerations?
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